
Maxicoat

FLOOR CARE

Technical Data Sheet

MAXICOAT is a concentrated blend of high-performance cleaning agents and high gloss ingredients. Produces a clean and 
bright floor surface when used with an automatic scrubber or mop bucket system. A thin coat of thermoplastic polymers 
is left on the floor surface during cleaning process. For best results burnish floor after auto scrubbing to achieve maximum 
gloss. MAXICOAT can also be applied with a mop and bucket system. MAXICOAT is versatile enough to be used with ultra-
high speed burnishers or conventional speed buffers.

Penetrates existing floor finish to provide 
better bonding and adhesion 
Use with low, high or ultra-high speed 
buffing and burnishing equipment 

Reduces the need for frequent stripping

Improves any floor finishes blackmark 
and scuff resistance 

Will not yellow or discolor Unsurpassed response to burnishing

Packaging size Packaging codes
4 x 3.78L
18.9L pail

1300695-4cs
1300695-18.9

TECHNICAL DATA
Appearance: liquid
Colour: milky white
Foam:  none
Odour: Slight ammonia odour
pH: 7.5-8.0

APPLICATIONS

2 in 1 hard floor cleaner and gloss restorer  ·  Concentrated formula

 Resilient Flooring 
Quarry tile 
Terrazzo 
Concrete 



Before usage, ensure employees read and understand the product labels and Safety Data Sheet. Directions for use can be 
found on the label and the TDS. Employees can find hazard warnings, precautionary statements and first aid procedures 
on the SDS sheets. SDS are available online at projectclean.com or by calling 1-800-663-9925. Improper use may result in 
damage or injury.

STORAGE

SAFE HANDLING

Keep from freezing. Store upright in closed container at room temperature away from children. Do not mix with any other chemicals. 

Covers up to 10,000 to 12,500 square feet per gallon.

General Application:
Hard floor auto scrubbing:
1. Add 32 ml of MAXICOAT per each litre of cold water in solution tank. (4 oz/gal) (1:32)
2. Once floor has been properly swept, scrub the floor using a conventional “one pass” method. Use white or red pads with 
light pad pressure to avoid rubbing away finish. 
3. Mop up solution behind machine immediately.
4. Let the floor thoroughly dry. Burnishing is optional. To obtain maximum overall gloss burnishing is recommended.
5. To remove deeply embedded dirt use HD FLOOR CLEAN according to label directions.

Hard floor mop on:
1. Add 16 ml of MAXICOAT per each litre of cold water in the mop bucket. (2 oz/gal) (1:64)
2. Apply MAXICOAT solution liberally to the floor area being cleaned.
3. Mop up soil and excess cleaner with a tightly wrung out cleaning mop.
4. Let the floor thoroughly dry. To obtain maximum gloss burnish with a high-speed machine.

To remove deeply embedded dirt use HD FLOOR CLEAN according to label directions.

DIRECTIONS

Project Clean Inc., 12 James St N Suite 202, Hamilton ON L8R 2J9, Canada • 1-800-663-9925 • www.projectclean.com

Application:
Hard floor auto scrubbing 1:32 
Hard floor mop on  1:64


